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”a horror flick full of fun and mystery,

that deserves the remake treatment!” 
- Mj
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Why MJ Hated: 

High Tension is about two friends going to

relax at one of their family’s houses in the

countryside of France. All is well untilthe

family is brutually murdered in the middle

of the night, and one friend is taken, and

the other is tasked with rescuing her. 

While I liked the plot in theory, the execution of the

story seemed poor to me from the get go, then the

twist ending came and took my general indifference

about the movie down to a hate of it. Marie being the

killer because she was in love  with Alex made so many

things not make sense (multiple things that pointed to

prior victims, the existence of the truck, the truck and

car chase, etc). Even worse than causing plot holes, is

the fact that her motive of repressed and/or

unrequited love for her BFF made it feel like I was

suddenly watching an anti-gay propaganda film. It

also supports the stigma against mental health and

personality disorders. 



Why Michelle Loves: 

To me, French horror movies are the sickest and the best

to watch: Inside, Raw, Frontiers, Them, and Martyrs, to

name a few. I always suggest to people to start with one

of my fave French horror films, High Tension, about two

college girls who go away for the weekend to study

but are later pursued by a killer with a very interesting

twist ending. I really enjoyed this film when I first saw it

and due to the twist, it made me want to see it again. It's

also very brutal and gory, which are mainly the types

of movies I like to watch as well as what the French are

known for in their films (with German horror films

being a close second) One con of this movie is the

dubbing which is extremely bad and there are some parts

in French. Some people also don't like the twist ending,

which they also consider a plot hole. I thought of the

twist in a completely different way than most, which is

why I enjoyed this film. I highly recommend this film to

get into Fench horror as well as the other films I

mentioned!
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